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--~~~~lust th,:e-., w;ek'S -ago, on JU~2-5~devotedth~i1;-lette~{}:'~6n~9:~atiStiCalPaS sion,~-.,.".~-t"= 
play built around the action of our Cumulative Index which, readers will recall, is an index which 
measures the average change for every New York Stock Exchange-listed stock. The burden of the 
exercise was to show that, since the Dow first rose above 1000 on February 25, 1976, the Cumula-
tive Index had been underperforming both the Dow and the S & P 500, In particular having posted 
successive new lows at each consecutive minor market dip. We said at that time, "Quite clearly, 
the average stock has been under performing the market since February. " 

We went on to say, "The portent for the future is, at this moment, less certain. There 
have been fairly protracted periods in the past where the Cumulative Index and similar Indices 
have underperformed the market and then, ultimately, 'caught up' and moved ahead to new peaks ... 
What we are saying, in effect, is that inspection of the action of the Cumulative Index and other 
measurements of general market tone will be a great deal more valuable in formulating a forecast 
than recounting the Dow's dalliance with a four-figure level". 

Having made that pronouncement at the time, we feel a responsibility to bring our 
readers up to date,and it is, indeed, interesting that, since that letter was written, the relative 
strength of the Cumulative Index has performed an almost 1800 pirouette. After reacting to a new 
low in early June, the index has turned around sharply, and, on Tuesday and Wednesday of this 
week, moved to a new high along with the Dow, this despite the fact that it started from a rela
tively much lower base. Thus, we apparently moved, early last month, from a period where the 
Dow was outperforming the average stock into a period where it is underperforming it. The action 
of the Cumulative Index would suggest that such averages as the S & P 500 Stock Composite and 
the 400 (formerly-425T~IndustriaTl:naex,_l5Ofhofwnich-m6ve(nnfea-d-wl1evrh19hs~lasrweek~T8·-"'-""~~-,.,,..,...--t.,
telling a more accurate story of market action than is the Dow and that the market, over the past 
month, has been a good deal stronger than the Dow would lead us to suppose. 

This "hidden" strength has also been reflected in the action of breadth indices which, 
as we have been pointing out, had been consistently underperforming the market since last 
February. It is highly probable that our weekly breadth index will post a new high this week, thus 
affirming a continued uptrend. Daily breadth, although it has not yet equalled the high posted 
last February, decisively penetrated the downtrend line from that peak late last month. It has, 
moreover, moved above every one of its recent successive minor peaks other than the February 
one. Only a few more days of reasonably good market action would be required for this index to 
move into gear with the Dow on the upside and, thus, signalize a continuation of the bull market. 

The superior action of breadth versus the averages can be demonstrated in other ways. 
The present advance may be dated from June 8, 1976, the day after the Dow posted its low at 958.09. 
From that date to Wednesday of this week, there were 26 trading days, and there were more ad
vancing stocks than declining stocks on 21 of them. This occurrence took place despite the fact 
the Dow advanced on only 14 days and declined on 12. There have, thus, been seven days during 
the past 26 which showed more advances than declines despite the fact that the Dow moved lower. 

This sort of action is by no means historically unprecedented. As a matter of fact, the 
period ended July 14 is the 48th instance since 1926 of a 26-day penod which saw 21 or more ad
vancing days. What is interesting about these instances in the past, however, is that they have a 
strong tendency to take place during ongoing bull markets rather than near tops. In sum, the story 
being tOld by th-e bulk-of NewYorKStock Exchangelssues ;"which;-untll amonth~ago;- had been~a 
fairly pessimistic one, has now transformed itself into an optimistic tale, indeed. 
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